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PopRocks
Regional band headlines at
Gunner Buc's this weekend.
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Survival
of the
Fittest
By Holly Henschen
Editor in Chief

.uling the Field
uentin Shelby, of Joliet, celebrates after scoring during a game of flag football Tuesday afternoon as part of the intramural
ports competition of 69th annual Premier Boys State at O'Brien Stadium. Boys State is a program for 11th grade students _
rt is sponsored by The American Legion. The program, which has been held at Eastern since 1935, is designed to teach
rticipants the intricacies of the democratic process. A mock state government system is eStablished, and participants
ust campaign to earn votes from their peers. This year's program, which began Saturday, will culminate Thursday with the
'"nauguration of the Boys State governor.

US to give Hussein to Iraqis
Los AngelesTimes BAGHDAD, IraqThe United States plans to hand over
Saddam Hussein to a sovereign Iraqi government "as soon as possible" after the
return of self-rule on June 30 but first
wants assurances that Iraq is prepared to
handle his detention and trial, U.S. officials said Tuesday. Iraqi interim Prime
Minister Iyad Allawi has suggested that
Saddam, who has been held at an undisclosed location since his capture by U.S.
troops last December, would be turned
over for trial by Iraqis before the end of
the month. But U.S. officials say international law binds them to hand over the
deposed Iraqi leader to a sovereign government, which will not exist in Iraq until
July 1, according to the schedule for transfer of power. Moreover, U.S. authorities
want to be sure that the interim government is prepared to prosecute Saddam.
Iraqis must have the proper detention
space and have a legal system ready to
deal with what is sure to be a complex and
closely watched case against the ex-dictator.
"Our goal, our priority, is to get him into
Iraqi hands as soon as possible, and we
expect some time after June 30 to be able
to do that," said Dan Senor, chief
spokesman for administrator L. Paul
Bremer III.
In Washington, President Bush indicated Tuesday that the question of when and

how to transfer custody of Saddam to the
new government is a topic of heated discussion between the two countries.
"One thing ... that we don't want, and I
know the Iraqi government doesn't want,
is there to be lax security and for Saddam
Hussein to somehow not stand trial for the
horrendous murders and torture that he
inflicted upon the Iraqi people," Bush said
to reporters in the White House Rose
Garden. "So we're working with them."
"I'm confident that when it's all said and
done, he will stay in jail," the president
said.
''We want to make sure that he doesn't
come back to power, and so therefore, it's
a legitimate question to ask of the interim
government: How are you going to make
sure he stays in jail?" Bush said. "When
we get the right answer, which I'm confident we will, we're going to work with
them to do so, then we'll all be satisfied."
An administration official insisted that
while Saddam is not likely to be turned
over to the Iraqis by June 30, "we are looking for a way to do it as expeditiously as
possible. The Iraqi government wants
him, and we want to give him to them. It's
a question of logistics and operational
issues: How can the Iraqis take him, keep
him safe, and handle him in a way that will
be admissible in court? Those kinds of
procedures need to be worked out.
"It may be sooner, it may be later. But

it's not like the Iraqis are saying it's the
first thing that needs to be done when sovereignty is returried," the official said.
Iraqi interim president Ghazi
Ajil Yawer seemed to embrace the U.S.
position on Tuesday when talking with
reporters about Saddam: "We must first
make sure that we can maintain protection for his life until he goes to trial,"
Yawer said in Baghdad.
"We are different than him .... We must
make sure that he gets a fair trial."
The trial of the man .who ruled Iraq
with an iron fist for more than a quartercentury promises to be a showcase event
for the new government. Iraqi officials
are working on setting up a special tribunal to construct formal charges against
Saddam and other members of his
Baathist regime, ousted by the U.S.-led
military coalition last year.
The tribunal is responsible for gathering evidence against Saddam and building
a case against him. Some reports have
indicated the tribunal is almost ready to
file charges against Saddam and some of
his aides.
Since Saddam's capture, the
Bush administration has made clear its
desire that he be tried and judged by
Iraqis. But the continuing U.S. occupation
and Iraq's threadbare legal infrastructure
have delayed his hand over, U.S. officials
say.

Do you have what it takes to be the next
Survivor? You can take the first step to finding out
this weekend in Mattoon.
The East Central Illinois Survivor Casting Call
will be held from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Friday June 18 at
KC Summers car dealership in Mattoon.
Applicants are required to fill out a paper application before they get their chance in front of the
camera for a 3-minute shot at impressing the
show's directors .
Survivor is a CBS reality/game show that follows 16 "castaways" sequestered on a remote
island. The participants must forge their own society, construct shelter, find food and, of course, perform competitive tasks to earn luxuries such as
pillows and beer. At the end of each episode, the
participants form a tribal council and decide by
secret ballot which member will be voted off of the
island. Contestants can also win immunity from
being voted off at the end of a round of challenges.
The "Survivor" of each tribe is determined by the
tribe, which reconvenes in the final episode for a
final vote. The winner receives $1 million dollars.
"There's really no way to gauge how many people will turn out," said Sheryl Homann, marketing
manager at KC Summers. ''We're expecting hundreds."
The Mattoon and Charleston communities are
also joining in the excitement. Food, drinks and a
potpourri of items will be available from local
merchants during the casting call.
"There will be tons of prizes and lots of fun,"
Homann said.
Graphics T-shirt Co. will be present, selling survivor shirts and buffs, and Gary's Photo will offer
photo opportunities for applicants to document the
experience. Jitters and Bliss, the Mattoon Tourism
Department, Hi-Defs Communications, Bike and
Hike and Mattoon Yamaha will add to the diverse
casting call environment.
Big Brothers Big Sisters and Camp New Hope
fundraisers plan to sell food to raise funds for
their nonprofit causes.
Country music radio station WMCI 101.3 FM
will broadcast live from KC Summers during the
casting call, said Doug West, event coordinator
from Cromwell Radio Group. Radio stations 104.3
FM "The Party," 92.1 FM "The Buzz" and 98.9 FM
"Good time Rock 'n' Roll" will also be represented.
The stations plan to give away gifts from sponsors,
including a youth bicycle, hats and T-shirts, videos
and CDs, West said.
"There's been a lot of interest," Homann said.
"I've had somebody call me from as far away as
Michigan."
Homann suggested participants in the event
carpool to avoid traffic congestion.
KC Summers is located at 117N. 19th Street,
Charleston Ave. on the corner of 19th Street and
Charleston.
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Israel Drops Case Against Sharon
The Washington Post JERUSALEM_ The
Israeli attorney general announced Tuesday
· that he has dropped a corruption investigation of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, freeing
Sharon from the threat of a possible forced
resignation.
"The evidence in this case does not bring
us even close to the existence of reasonable

possibility of a conviction," Attorney
General Menachem Mazuz told reporters.
When Mazuz delivered the news to Sharon in
a telephone conversation, according to
Israel's Channel Two television, the prime
minister said "thank you."
Soon afterward, Mazuz announced the
decision and insisted it was based on the law.

"In order to dismiss any doubts, I want to - investigated the case and announced in
emphasize that I made this decision from the March that the prime minister should be
standpoint that there is one law for both the indicted.
prime minister and for the common man in
"It was always a judgment call," said
the matter of sufficient evidence to stand Yoram Shachar, a professor of law at the
trial," he said.
Interdisciplinary Center in Herzliya, adding
His decision contradicts the recommenda- that either decision would have been legally
tion of State Attorney Edna Arbel, who defensible.
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Building
Service
Workers clean
up items salvaged from the
offices and
classrooms of
Blair Hall April
29.

Grants and Research fairs well in Blair aftermath
By Evan Hill
NEWS EDITOR

One of the negative effects of the April 28,
Blair fire, in addition to the physical damage
sustained, is the damage to Eastern's Office
of Grants and Research.
"Grants and Research was fortunate,"
said Bob Chesnut, who will become Director
of Grants and Research July 1. ''We recov-

ered nearly all of our critical documents. In
this sense, we were more fortunate than
some other offices and departments. I certainly sympathize with the people who lost a
lot.
However, while the office was not hurt as
bad as some, the loss of equipment is especially difficult.
"Since the projects were not damaged by
the fire, we will not need grants to make up

for what was lost," he said. " Of course we
will need insurance money to replace supplies and furniture, not to mention the building itself."
The office will still continue to process
grant applications for research projects
despite being relocated to temporary
offices, he said.
Chesnut said he is optimistic about taking
over for the current director, Edwin "Bud"

Rec offers Yoga class· ·
......,..,.._"d

from experienced
instructors
By Holly Henschen
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Breathe in ... Breathe
out ... Breathe in ...
The Student Recreation Center
is offering a 5-week yoga class set
to begin June 21. The class, set to
meet from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Rec Center Dance Studio Monday
nights, will be taught by Dr. Suhrit
K. Dey and his wife Roma. Dr. Dey
is a professor in the mathematics
department at Eastern.
Mrs. Dey, who has been practicing yoga for 30 years, said the benefits of yoga include relaxation and
better health.
"You can get peace of mind
doing yoga and meditation together," she said.
"They think 5,000 years ago people started doing meditation," Mrs.
Dey said. "They used to live long
lives peacefully and in good

EASTERN NEWS
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
studen1s of Eastern Illinois Univeisity. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, In
Charleston, Ill. during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer tenn except during school vacations or
examinations. Subscription price: $50 per
semester, $30 for summer; $95 all year. The Daily
Eastern News is a member of The Associated
Press, which is entitled to exclusive use of all
articles appearing in this paper.
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The Deys are from Calcutta
India. They came to the United
States in 1967 so Dr. Dey could
complete a doctorate degree. He
taught yoga at Stanford University
in California in 1980, Mrs. Dey
said. He began teaching yoga at
Eastern in 1995.
Mrs. Dey recommends yoga students wear "loose clothing to move
freely" for the deep-breathing
yoga exercises.
"All of the world people are getting stress, but if you spend a little
time each day with yoga, you will
have more relaxation, she said.
The class is free to Eastern students. Faculty, staff and community members can reserve a spot in
the class by bringing a check to the
Rec Center in the amount of $32
made payable to the Institute of
Applied
Sciences
and
Computations. For questions, call
581-2820
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May, who retired in September 2003 after.
serving Eastern for 25 years.
'
"There's no one project that is more exciting than the others," Chesnut said. ''What is
exciting is the total amount of research done
on campus in a way that contributes to the
teaching mission of Eastern.
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In the June 16 edition of Th
Daily Eastern News, hours for Th
Martin Luther King Jr. Universi
Union were listed incorrectly. Th
hours are Mon. -Thurs. 8 a.m. -4:3
p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to noon. Th
Union is closed Saturday an
Sunday.
In the same issue, the New
incorrectly listed the hours of th
Student Accounts/Cashier Offic
The office's hours are Monda ·
through Thursday 7:30-4 p.m. an
Friday 7:30-11:30.
In the same issue The Daily
Eastern News failed to recogn~
Tum Woodall as an e111,eJ"$s prll'!'"
fessor of physical ed~tiWt•
'~-..

';::~:~~' ~~~. ·:-·

The News regrets the errors .
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Is Big Brother watching you at Booth?

By Angie Faller
STAFF WRITER

Students' library habits are under the
jurisdiction of USA PATRIOT Act
You've been staring at the same computer screen in Booth
Library for hours, trying to work on papers while keeping up
with the reading for your classes that just started Monday.
Have you checked out the wrong book?
Have you looked at a suspicious Web site?
Could the government be listening and/or watching your
library activities?
Many students are unaware of the implications concerning library confidentiality through the USA PATRIOT Act.
Sections of the USA PATRIOT Act allow the FBI easier
accessibility to library records and enhanced surveillance of
individuals. Many librarians and students protest the government's new powers.
"They're calling it protection, when they're really spying,"
said Harrison Genson, a sophomore political science and
prelaw major. "Students should know that the government is
watching their e-mails and phone calls and just be careful."
FBI EXPLAINS

USA PATRIOT ACT

The FBI thinks that opposition to the Act is a mistake,
because many of the laws in the Act are not new.
"The main reason is a misunderstanding," said Marshall
Stone, Supervisory Special Agent of Springfield's FBI.
."People don't realize that the authority has been there
before."
Stone said that many of the surveillance techniques mentioned in the USA PATRIOT Act were already used by law
enforcement. The Act just extended many of them for use in
intelligence, criminal and terrorist cases.
The American Library Association, or ALA, is most
opposed to Section 2l5 of the Act.
"Section 215 allows the FBI to obtain records without
showing probable cause," said Deborah Caldwell-Stone, a
spokesperson for the ALA. "FISA (Foreign Intelligence and
Surveillance Act) courts are not open to the public. There is
no opposition to protest the search warrant."
The FBI believes that the Act helps them verify leads.
"It's really no different than any other business records,"
said Stone. ''We get a lot of tips that we need to check out. We
need to determine if we can back up those allegations."
LIBRARIANS' CONCERNS

Stone insists that FBI agents must go through many levels
in order to get a search warrant, but librarians are concerned of the secrecy that surrounds Section 215.
"Part of the problem is that the Act prohibits talk of
searches," said Allen Lanham, Dean of Booth Library
Services. If someone had come to search Booth Library,
Lanham said, he would either be lying or in violation of the
law if he told anyone.
Librarians also have little information concerning the
actual searches.
"Before, librarians would be better informed as to why
they were searching the libraries," said Lanham. "Now, we
.don't know why they are here or what they are looking for."
The FBI believes secrecy is needed to protect investigations.
"We don't want our tips to get out," said Stone. "We ask
people not to disclose information during the course of our
investigation, because it could jeopardize it."
Librarians are more concerned with the rights of library
users.
"We're not the police," said Pam Ortega, head of the committee on safety and emergency procedures for Booth
library. "This whole thing of understanding that (library
users) are in a neutral ground is important to us. This act
kind of flies in the face of that."
Another controversy of the act is roving wire taps, which
allow the FBI to tap any phone or computer that the subject
of their investigation frequently uses.
"I think it's quite a danger to the freedom of information
and our rights as Americans," said Sarah Johnson, a
Reference Librarian. "Libraries are about protecting patron
privacy so people don't have to worry that what they read
becomes public knowledge."
Stone said that the FBI does not monitor all students at the
·library.
"Students should not worry," said Stone. "It's not going on
a reasonable amount of time. We have to justify those
requests (for library records)."
Stone also said that the FBI has only used the USA PATRIOT Act to obtain library records a few times. The official
numbers can not be released to the public, and librarians

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Kathleen Kuhlig-Carter, a library clerk at Booth Library, checks out books for a student Tuesday afternoon. Many librarians and
students protest the USA PATRIOT Act, which allows the FBI easier accessibility to library records and enhanced surveillance
of indMduals.

find that suspicious.
''With Section 215, there is an automatic gag order,'' said
Caldwell-Stone. ''We have no way of testing that information."

ers are,'' said Johnson. "It's a privacy issue. You think that
things you do are protected by state privacy law, but it's
overridden by the Act."
ALA WORKING TO

THE

AMEND ACT

PURPOSE OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT

The ALA is working to pass legislation to amend the USA
PATRIOT Act. A complete list of the pending legislation can
be found at www.ala.org.
"(The pending legislation) are proposals to restore traditior;ial protections to show purpose in investigations, so (the
laws in the Act) can not be used against ordinary citizens,"
Caldwell-Stone said.
Many Democrats may also be opposed to the Act.
"I would argue that the majority of Democrats, rank and
file, are against the Patriot Act,'' said Keith Taylor, a
"Call ft be~~ very usefiirtooITcn::~f~ri<?rism~~ ~!il { .~QOk~pei;sonJqr EIU'sYoung Democrats. "They find it to be
U.S.? Yes,'' ~id DaVid Carwell, an assistant professor;of intrusive and an overbearing use of government authority."
political science. "Can it be a very useful tool for the govTuylor did comment that Democratic presidential candiernment to go after individuals who are not terrorists? Yes." date John Kerry is opposed to the final version of the Act, but
Should the government be using ·a law that was only Kerry still supports a large part of the Act.
passed because of the political pressure surrounding Sept.
The USA PATRIOT Act has advantages and disadvan11, 2001?
tages for librarians.
"Yes, unequivocally, I think it would be difficult to find
"On one hand, (the Act) is very constrictive," said Lanham.
anyone to say (the Act) was not passed in haste," said "However, if someone's about to blow up my library, I want
Carwell. "I can guarantee you, had 9/11 not occurred, it the police here."
would not have been passed."
Ninety-five percent of criminal justice experts feel that
the USA PATRIOT Act was passed too quickly and 74 percent think that the Act violates individual rights, according
to a recent survey by Thomson Wadsworth.
"I can understand the necessity for the act,'' said Cody
Endrizzi, a junior political science major. "But under such a
conservative administration, I would prefer to see it done in
more moderate terms."
The ALA wonders why the government wants to keep a
rarely used law.
"The president is saying that we need (the Act) to protect
us,'' said Caldwell-Stone. "But if you're not using it, why do
we need it. We have opened a door for the FBI to use domestic surveillance on ordinary citizens."
While the purpose of the USA PATRIOT Act is to fight terrorism, people worry about what the Act allows the government to do.

LIBRARIANS TRY

TO

PROTECT READERS

What would the Booth Library staff do if FBI agents
showed up with a warrant?
The staff member should first go to a supervisor, said
Ortega.
The supervisor will direct the federal official. to the
administration office. The dean, or the highest ranking staff
member available, will validate the subpoena, and then
release the information to.the official, said Ortega.
While librarians have little legal recourse, many find other
ways to protect the privacy of readers.
"I've worked in libraries where they clear off the records
every night," said Ortega. "That's how far they go to protect
patron privacy."
The Act comes down to a matter of privacy for library
users.
"It just helps to be aware of what the government's pow-
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·EASf~= Moving out, moving on
OPINION

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

There was a time once, long
ago, when summer meant the end
of school and the beginning of
adventure. Nothing could beat the
thrill of waking to-the noonday
sun, already half-risen in the sky,
coupled with the knowledge that
you had nothing better to do than
lay around and wait for you
·friends to come around.
In high school, summer held the ·
same charm. Granted, I had gotten a job and I was now driving,
but all the same rules still applied:
I still slept in, I still did nothing,
other than work and I still hung
out with my friends.
But somewhere along the line
things changed, and I think it happened right about the time I began
attending Eastern.
The realization of responsibility
and increased amount of work
may be blamed for my sudden
evolution into a young adult.
After a couple of semesters of
college life, a few finals and a
dozen or so missed classes it hit
me that this was not the same
school I had grown all too used to.
By the end of the year the routine
had grown familiar and little
could be done to surprise me.
I was surprised recently, however, to find that the mindset I had
grown accustomed to stayed with
me and all was not as it had been
during the dog days of summer.
This revelation came the other
day as I drove to work. I happened to come across a group of
children playing ball in the street.
I don't believe it was any particu-
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Bush family
cowboy
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One of the strongest symbols of American culture is the cowboy. America's original impressions of the cowboy attitude were fromed by
Hollywood in the early 20th century. However,
incorporating this attitude into our forigen policy
se
Tuddy Roosevelt retired from his post as
Assistant Secretary of the Navy to form a calvary
group titled, the "Rough Riders," during the
Spanish-American War.
This attitude helped aleviate Americans' frustrations with the end of
Manifest Destiny.
The Ruff Riders were
the beginning of Cowboy
diplomacy and represent
a turning point in United
States foriegn policy
from the Monroe
Docturn to our current
role as the international
poliee force.
The Bush family and recently Sen. John Kerry
show signs of this behavior.
First George Bush's fondness for parachuting
on his 75th birthday and recently on his 80th is
similar to his son's photo-op May 2, 2003 when he
made a short fighter jet flight and landed on the
USS Abraham Lincoln.
Even Kerry is getting into the act. His dual
position on the recent controversy of what he did
with his Viet Nam service medals allowed him to
take the cowboy attitude on both sides.
He remained a good soldier by allegedly keeping the medals and was allowed to keep the rebel,
protester label by throwing away the ribbons.
But what does this image accomplish for
America? Surely it stands as an image of stability
in times of crisis, but how is this stubborn stability
viewed by the rest of the world?
Recently a group calling itself Diplomats and
Millitary Commanders for Change issued a paper
Wednesday condeming Bush for his cowboy
foriegn policy, according to a June 13 article
appearing the the "Financial Times."
"A lot of people felt the work they had done
over their lifetime in trying to build a situation in
which the United States was respected and could
lead the rest of the world was now undermined by
this administration-by the arrogance, by the
refusal to listen to others, the scorn for multlateral organizations," Harrop said according to the
article.
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The editorial is the majority opinion of the
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"I am not
afraid of being
classified as an
adult, I am
however, afraid
offorgetting
how it was to
be a child... "
lar sport they were playing but
merely playing with a rubber ball.
I thought of how silly these kids
were playing in the street. ·
Shouldn't they be working, or
doing chores or on their way to
class? Of course not, these are
only small children, no older than
nine or ten, why would they be
working?
It w~ not so long ago I was so
carefree, it was not so long ago all
of us, students at Eastern, were so
happy and content to just be.
But now many of us are away
from home, having moved out for
the first time, living in the dorms
or an apartment. We must now
worry about bigger things like our
job,bills and our grades.
College is a wonderful time. It
allows us to meet new people,
make new friends, learn how to
survive on our own and feed ourselves on a budget of less than
three dollars a day.

At the same time, however, our
childhood is being forgotten and
slipping further and further away
from us.
Soon I will be moving out of my
home into my first apartment. I
will leave the same room I have
lived in all my life in the same
house i have lived in all my life on
the same block lhave lived on my
whole life. Less than two years
ago such an idea would have
seemed daft to me. The thought
of not having someone there to
wash my clothes and cook my
meals for me everyday was pure
nonsense. Now I look forward to
the chance to do these things on
my own.
I am prepared for my sophomore year at Eastern. I am ready
for the chance to prove myself, to ,
prove that I can make it on my
·
own.
The first year of college flew
by, at times anyway. I find it odd
that most of the people I grew up
with aren't around any longer.
many moved away, or stayed
where they attend school. This
just serves as more proof that I,
as well as everyone I have ever
known, have become an adult.
I am not afraid of being classi-·
fied as an adult, I am however,
afraid of forgetting how it was to
be a child, so for now I think I will
slow down and take it at a slower ·
pace, at least for this summer. It
is possibly the last time I will be.· ·
able to.
·

._.,:

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS.TO THE

EDITOR

Reagan deserves recognition
I was very disappointed to find that the only
thing that the DEN
could find to say about
the passing of President
Reagan was found on
page two in the form of
a joke. At the same
time it came as no surprise. Once again the
nation was brought
together, at least for a
week, and it really didn't matter what party
you belonged to, we got
to mourn as a nation. Oh
I'm sure a lot ofdou
young ones coul care
less but those of us who
remember The Camelot
Years
it -was.,.. full
of
·
.
.
"' v •·if ..
;
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\.....

..f

''',,·,

·"·

memories. So even
I'm glad Blair
Hall is recovering and
the University is saving
money by having shorter hours, this is one
paper that I will-burn
like all the rest because
it's just not worth saving for the news cov~
ered.

thou~h

Suellen Eggers
Booth Library
Circulation Services

Editor's Note:
Former President
Ronald Reagan was
mentioned in the
syndicated cartoon
Boondocks in
Monday's DEN.
The editorial staff
at The Daily Eastern
news applauds the
coverage by the

national press of the
death of a man who
will be sadly
missed. We feel
there is nothing we
can say about the
Gipper that has not
already been eloquently stated.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the ecf
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They shou.ld be ·1
than 250 words and include the authors' name, telephone number and add '
Students should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administ
and staff should indicate their position and department. Letters whose auth
CSl)not be verified will not be printed. Depending on space constraints, we m
eCllt letters, so kelip it concise. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News
. 1811_ Bi,i~~ )-!aJI, Chari.est.on IL 61920;
~~ 2,1J:·~~tj923; or e-m~~-
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Bush and Kerry bicker
about U.S. economy
CINCINNATI (AP) - Democrat paint a more sobering picture - 1.2
"John Kerry said Tuesday there's no million more people unemployed
compassionate conservatism in the than when Bush took office in
Bush administration's economic January 2001, and Kerry says the
policies, which prompted the presi- costs of health insurance premident to respond that the economy is ums, child care, college tuition and
strong and growing. "I guess if you gas are rising. as workers earn less.
want to find something to be pesIn a speech to the New Jersey
simistic about, you can find it," State AFL-CIO, Kerry criticized the
President Bush said.
Bush administration for preparing
"I'm optimistic," Bush said dur- to cut budgets for education,
ing a news conference with Afghan domestic security, veterans and
President Hamid Karzai in the other programs after the election,
White House Rose Garden. He citing White House plarining docudescribed the economy as strong ments.
and continuing to improve. "I have
"If you think that is compassionseen what we have come through. ate conservatism, then Dick
We've been through a recession, a Cheney is Mr. Rogers," Kerry said.
Kerry is campaigning during the
national emergency, corporate
scandals, a war and yet our econo- next two weeks on the financial
my is incredibly strong."
problems facing families despite
Bush has some statistics on his the economic recovery. Bush's reside - 1.2 million jobs have been election campaign is calling it
created this year, and he also noted Kerry's "pessimism and misery
that consumer spending and after- · tour," and the president echoed that
tax disposable income is higher. But criticism during his Rose Garden
Kerry is armed with numbers that news conference.

Video game
piracy lawsuit
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three leading makers of video games sued a
Missouri company Tuesday for
marketing software ·that enables
people to make copies of computer
games.
The federal lawsuit, filed in
New York, says that Games X
Copy software, marketed by 321
Studios Inc. of suburban St. Louis,
violates copyright law by thwarting anti-piracy protections.
The lawsuit represents a new
legal front against 321 Studios,
already at odds with Hollywood
over the company's DVD-copying
software. Federal judges in New
York and California have barred
321 from marketing the moviecopying software.
Tuesday's lawsuit was filed by
Atari, Electronic Arts, and Vivendi
Universal Games. The lawsuit
asks for a court order blocking the
sale of Games X Copy and seeks
unspecified damages.
Doug Lowenstein, president of
the Entertainment Software
Association trade group, would not
give dollar figures but said that
video game copyright holders
"stand to lose an enormous
amount from the piracy enabled
by products like Games X Copy.

Latest government research
finds no decrease in obesity rates
CHICAGO (AP) - Despite the
sounding of the alarm in recent
years, the latest government figures show no decline in the U.S.
obesity rate, with 31 percent of
adults and 17 percent of youngsters seriously overweight.
The measurements, taken over
two years starting in 2001, are
about equal to the 1999-2000 figures. In late 2001, then-Surgeon
General David Satcher warned
about the dangers of obesity.

The latest estimates were based weight Americans remains at
on body measurem~nts of 4,390 alarming levels," said Allison
adults and 4,258 children. The sur- Hedley, a researcher at the
vey, conducted regularly since Centers for Disease Control and
1960, is considered more reliable Prevention who led the study.
than studies in which participants
Before 1999, the results from the
report their own girth because peo- National Health and Nutrition
ple consistently underestimate cftxalllmati.911 Sui;.wy f/~§.rel,ased
their weight.
~' in large chunks - such as 1~94.
The
findings
appear in But because obesity has become
Wednesday's Journal of the such a national concern, the data
American Medical Association.
are being released every two
"The level of obese and over- years.
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New tollway name adds to
Chicago commute confusion
CHICAGO (AP) - Thanks to a
predilection for naming sections
of interstate highways after people, a Chicago commuter can take
a trip on the Edens, the Kennedy,
the Ryan and the Bishop Ford
without ever leaving the same
road.
Now that the East-West Tullway
has been renamed for former
President Reagan, locals also can
revel in taking the Ike to the
Gipper -'--and visitors have a new
excuse for getting lost.
The Illinois State Tull Highway
Authority voted Monday at a special session to rename the EastWest Tullway-Interstate 88 from
Chicago to Sterling-the Ronald

Reagan Memorial Tollway. At
Sterling, it becomes the Ronald
Reagan Memorial Highway, the
non-toll portion of I-88 that Gov.
Rod Blagojevich renamed last
week.
Reagan, the only Illinois native
to become president, died June S
at age 93. The Reagan Tullway
passes just south of Dixon, the
northwest Illinois town where
Reagan grew up.
Before Monday, all the toll
authority's toll roads, except for
the Tri-State linking Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin, were
named for their directions: The
East-West, the North-South (I-355)
and the Northwest Tullway (I-90).

OSHA fines Mattoon construction company
MATTOON, (AP) - A construcOSHA said the construction
tion company is disputing the gov- company lacked an adequate
ernment's allegations that it violat- health and safety education proed safety standards at the site of a gram for its employees and did not
fatal building collapse in Mattoon conduct proper training to help
and plans to contest the $5,100 employees in the "avoidance of
fine, the company's owner said.
unsafe conditions," said Bill
"We wouldn't put our people in . Hancock, OSHA acting area direcharm's
way,"
said
Monty tor.
OSHA also said there were not
Swearingen, owner of Swearingen
em;mgh inspections of the job site
Bros. Excavating.
The company was fined by the by a person with knowledge of
U.S. Occupational Safety and demolition hazards, and there was
Health Administration, which said no engineering survey of framing,
it found several violations during floors and walls to help avoid a col-·
its investigation of the April 23 lapse of the structure, Hancock
death of Wayne Boruff, 46, of near- said.
by Toledo.
OSHA notified the company of
,-"-Boruff :was killed when part of the fine on June 2. The company
· the"'l'oof collapsed at a downtown had 15 days to contest the findings.
A Coles County coroner's jury
building that he and two co-workers were preparing for demolition. ruled Boruff's death was an acciA second worker had to be res- dent.
cued.
·

'l~~tt~ing in the
R.1iJ)

W!NJl'ED

The Daily
Eas1:ern News
is ac~epting
a1111!;,eQ1:ions for
vertisin
resen1:a1:'1"

_, applicat:ions are
available in t:he
f-udPnt: publi~at:ions office
Call Tilfl'iiSBl-2816

Welcome
Summer .Session Studentsl.
Come enjoy the following:

+
+
+
+
+

Tuesdays, Bible Study @ 7 PM
Wednesdays, 'Bible Study @ 6 PM
Wednesdays, Evening Prayer @ 7 PM
Wednesdays, Volleyball @ 7:30 PM
Sundays, Mass@ 10:30 PM

"'
'~

Newman
Catholic
Center

Please note Mass schedule change for Summer
All events take place at the Newman Center across the
street from Andrews and Lawson Hafls.
...L
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

FOR

WANTED

Part-time & full-time experienced
Call 348carpenters needed.
5409.
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _06/30
SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!
Perfect for students!
Flexible
work from home or school. FT/PT
Make your own hours. 800-8308066
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06/14

FOR

RENT

For Rent - Girls Only: 1 & 2 bedroom apartment for rent across
from Buzzard. Call 345-2652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 06/21
For Rent: 5 bedroom house. 1
1/2 bath west of square.
Available August 1st. Phone 3459665
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06/23
3BR apartments: Fully furnished,
excellent locations, discounted
prices. Only a few left. Unique
properties. 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 06/28

RENT

Awesome 4&5 bdrm house. #1
Orchard Dr. $1200 month. 217898-1514
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6/30
3 BEDROOM
FOR RENT:
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FOR FALL 2004. WASHERDRYER WITH 2 BATHS. A/C.
CALL 232-8936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19
2 BR Apartments, central air, 1
block from campus, off street
parking. Call 345-9636 after 5:00
pm.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 814

1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished available for summer
& or next school year. Cats
OK! Ideal for couples. 741-5
6th street. Call 581-7729 (w)
or 345-6127 (H).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4-6 students needed in
August for nice, clean, cute
house at 2019 11th St. 3456100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Lincolnwood Pinetree

Ap.nts

FOR

RENT

FOR

REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM APTS.
FALUSPRING 04/05, 10 MONTH
LEASE.
GREAT
LOCATION.OFF
STREET
PARKING.
SECURITY
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-8305 OR
549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1 bedroom duplex available June 1st. $200/month
includes trash. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing now
1 & 2 bedroom units. Good locations, nice apartments, off street
parking, trash paid. No pets.
345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I house
with 4 apartments. One 2 bedroom and 3 studio apartments.
Will rent individually or as a 5
bedroom. Furnished or unfurnished. Call 728-8709 or page
1-800-412-1310
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
House close to campus for 3
to 4 students. Two bathrooms,
washer/dryer, low utilities.
348-0614.

__________oo

2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088

Studio, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

__________oo

Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc., excellent
condition, 10 & 12 mo leases.
Parking & trash pickup
included. No pets, 345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com

~

• Lots of space • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court a:
·

~~

Across from Carman Hall

345-6000

.~'

--Jy~·~

__________oo

3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall

Grads, undergrads, faculty, staff...
We've got all kinds of rentals.
Call for an appointment!
Jim Wood, Realtor

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 -- Fax 345-4472

2004, large rooms, w/d, A/C,
no pets, parking & trash pickup
incl
345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

RENT

Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O'Brien Field. For
school year 2004-2005. Call Jan
345-8350
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. Pl...ENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 3451266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has
large 2 BR apts. available @
2020 10th. Call 345.6000 to
see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Newly remodeled two bedroom apartments complexly
furnished, parking, laundry,
FREE DSL Fast internet, $490.
913 and 917 4th St. 235-0405
or 317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from campus. Call 348-0006

__________.oo

Available in May-1 BR with water
and trash included. $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 3451266

__________o.o

4 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D,
low utilities, close to campus.
888-637-2373
Hey! 2 bedroom furnished
00
apartment, next to park at
Tired of apartment living?
1111 2nd St. Water, trash,
Riley Creek Properties has
~nd, laundry included. 2/. j ~£~9<!0...,,;·-~
c.ll~eaa.!;l
n. !.
thh1ree b89r?om .h~mes,
'ol" 't1$!35tt: 10 or 12 ~"'cam~$ and shople'ase available. Call now ·at · ping, available for 2004-2005
549-1957 or 348-5427.
school year. Water and trash
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
service included. Pets con1,2,and 3 bedrooms close
sidered
with
additional
to campus. 4 locations to
deposit. Call for terms and
choose from. Call 345availability. 549-37 41. Leave
6533
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FOR

SALE

SUBLESSORS

April special on 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 1 0 month lease, 2
1/2 blocks from campus.
345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 BR APT with garage,
stove, refrig, microwave,
dishwasher, ale. Water/trash
pd. $250 month x 2 people.
$435 mo 1 person. 955 4th
Street. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Wanted: Sublessor startir
Aug. 1, 2004 for fall & sprin
1 bedroom apartment $32
Call 345-2616
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _08/
Need sublessor for 8/1/0
1 block from campus. $2:
per month with cabl
Contact Jamie 217-54
0809
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06/
Subleassors needed: ~
have openings for fem<
roomates. Excellent apa1
ments are excellent locatior
Uniques Properties. 34
5022
._ _ _ _ _ _ _06/

2 BR APT stove, refrig,
microwave, A/C. Trash pd,
$230 mo x 2 people. $395 mo
1 person. 2001 S. 12th. 3487746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
OPENING AUGUST --1 BR LUXURY APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR with
stove, refrig with icemaker, dishwasher, microwave, A/C, W/D in
each apt. $475 mo 1 person.
Limited garages avail. $75 mo.
348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FOR

PERSONALS

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATI~
SENIORS! If you are interest
in a yearbook of your sen
year, and are not sure how
pick it up, come to the Stude
Publications office, room 18'
Buzzard Hall, and for only $41
will mail you a copy in the F
when they are published. C
581-2812 for more informatio
~---------0

SALE

Brick 4 bedroom, 2 bath with
firepalce, basement and attached
garage. 2403 Terrace Lane. 2
blocks south of EIU campus. For
sale by owner. 348-8974
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6/14

ANOUNCEMENT

.ROOMMATES
Limited semester leases available. Call Lindsey 348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

LOST & FOUNE

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Business

in

trouble?
advertise in the
DEN today!

581-2816

CAMPUS

CLIPS

CAMPUS CLIPS This space is reserved for announcements
campus activities, club meetings, etc. Notices are due by 4:00 p
the day before the intended publication.

The Dally Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Student: O Yes O No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment:
Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Set of principies
6Young 'uns
10Hospital units
14Former Big
Apple mayor
Abe
15Wise one
16Skater's leap
171937 Triple
Crown winner
19Lothario
20Abracadabra
stuff

351shmael's
skipper
36Like a Triple
Crown wmner
37Reply to the
Little Red
Hen

No. 050

52D~s_igr:ied

to
mm1m1ze
wind resistance
531948 Triple
Crown winner
57Rhythmic
numbers
39
60
b~g~~r~~"Metamorrho ........-+-....._ner
-ses" poe
611943 Triple
41 Dirty dishes
Crown winlocale
ner
42Number of
Trjple Crown 64Sitarist
Shankar
up and
21 t~b~~r~~
~1:6~~~ 2003 65Eye
down
ner
44Small change 66Duffers'
23Dutch pi~- . 46Hindu honwarning cries
ease v1ct1ms
orific
67Shoelace
25Tropical. tuber 47 Removed
problem
261941 Triple
from copy
681n custody
Crown win69Said with a
ner
481919 Triple
sneer
30Mell Lazarus
Crown winPuzzle by Nancy Salomon
comic strip
ner
DOWN
34TonY. winner 50"Java" trum10Sots'
sites
1"Charlotte's
McKellen
peter Al
11 Midterm, for
Web"
one
author's
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
12Apollo astromonogram
naut Slayton
2Bulls or
13Musher's
Bears
transport
3
-kiri
18"Heeere's
4Graphics
Johnny!"
machine
announcer
5Fac;ade part
la
22"
6
Friday's
Douce"
~tau rant
24Dog-paddled
chain)
7That certain 26Plied with
Bordeaux or
sqmething
Burgundy
8H!=!ving open
270utsider, in
windows,
Hawaii
maybe
28Big name in
91nfection
chips
fighter

29Primitive
counters
31A wee bit wet
32The writer
Saki's real
name
33Welcome to
one's home
36Radiator
adjunct
38"Enough,
already!"
40Wife of Zeus
43Revision,
informally
451mporters'
duties
48Flunky
49Deodorant
type

51 Copier company
53Pa~ pop-

per.
54Novelist
Turgenev
55Modern
recorder
56No longer
legal
58HOllY.WOOd's
Hatcher
59Give a special berth
62Homer's TV
neighbor
63Mao _-tung
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ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

Poprocks at 'Buc's
Riddick

~tesas

[rst summer
blockbuster
~David Thill
/ERGE EDITOR

'trade: c+

Finally it has come, the summer
11ovie season is here at long last.
!'his is the time all the motion pic:ure studios save their money for.
!'his is the season we are given the
)iggest of explosions, the most
illarious of jokes and the most gratuitous of nudity. And what better
ienre to usher in this most marrelous of movie seasons than scimce fiction?
The first big budget movie out of
he shoot is "The Chronicles of
Riddick," starring Vin Diesel as a
1ard-nosed convict who wants
10thing more than to stay hidden
.rom society but, for the life of
lim, can't keep himself from being
hrown headfirst into trouble.
The movie is actually a sequel to
he USA studios 2000 release,
'Pitch Black."
In "Pitch Black" Diesel plays
Riddick, just one of a group of travilers whose ship crashes on a mys:erious world. The group tries to
rind a way off of the planet, only to
iind that at night a ravenous
1pecies of creature emerges.
"The Chronicles of Riddick"
picks up five years after "Pitch
Black," with Riddick being hunted
~nan icy planet by bounty hunters.
Mter escaping his would-be captors, Riddick goes in search of the
me man who knew where he was
to find out how he was found and
who wants him caught.
Being the . hero, however,
Riddick not only fights his way
through hoards of Necromonger
$0ldiers, but happens to get himself captured by the same bounty
hunters he just escaped.
"The Chronicles of Riddick" is
~ot a bad movie, but it is not a great

~neeither.

' The movie suffers from a weak
1lot that could have been improved
.d the production team not been
oobsessed with the visual effects.
The dialogue was trite and was
ot made any better by Vin Diesel's
'nability to portray any emotion
1ther than anger.
Even the presence of legendary
,ctress Judi Dench could not save
,e scenes the two shared.
The fighting in the movie is pheomenal as well as the visual
ffects. The movie's true strength
comes in the architecture and the
wtty the planets look. The environ:ments are very colorful and
refreshing, but the rest of the film
is a bit drab.
"The Chronicles of Riddick" is a
fun movie, but that is about all it is.
Let's just hope Diesel is content
with two appearances as Riddick,
his career could do without a third.

NON

SEQUITUR

Time
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

WWW.AMAZON.COM

Hammer

Local bar hoppers can get a
blast from the past Friday night
at Gunner Buc's in Mattoon when
the band Poprocks performs.
The band, formed nearly five
years ago, is a familiar group to
the Illinois bar scene.
Guitarist Jon Clarkson of
Mattoon describes the band's
genre as ?O's and 80's dance
music. The band plays covers
ranging from "Dancing Queen"
by ABBA to "Hit Me With Your
Best Shot" by Pat Benetar.
Poprocks performs all over
Central Illinois and travels quite a
bit, Clarkson said.
"(Gunner Buc's) is one of our
main gigs," Clarkson said. "We
played a show in St. Louis last
weekend. We play all over the
place."
The members of the group, featuring lead singer Becca Koester,
guitarist Wally Hooker, bassist
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.POPROCKSFANCLUB.COM
Sam Roan, drummer Brendan
Gamble and Clarkson are all
"We entertain people like no grew up listening to this music
from around Central Illinois, other band around," Clarkson and there are younger people that
including Champaign, Effingham said. "We have a lot of fun, and like the music," Clarkson said.
pack the place every night."
Other songs the band performs
and Mattoon.
The group usually draws a
The ages of people in the crowd include "Love Shack" by the B52s and I Will Survive" by Gloria
large crowd and are well'known range from young to old, he said.
around the area.
"There are older people who Gaynor.
...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

No Doubt, Blink 182 rock Tweeter renter

Visitors will be given the opportunity to see a local blacksmith
perform tasks and use tools from
the 19th century.
Lorelei Sims will bring her 13
years of experience to the Lincoln
Log Cabin historical site this weekend.
The site was the 1840s home of
Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln.
The site includes a reproduction of
the two-room cabin the Lincoln
family lived in, as well as a working living history farm, according
to the Lincoln Log Cabin web-site.
Sims will be demonstrating
skills as a blacksmith using period
pieces such as a hand crank and
coal forge.
Some of the skills being displayed will be forging, scrolling
and branding, as well as making
small items for Father's Day, Sims
said.
While blacksmiths of today
more often make more decorative
items, they were necessary and
vital to the 19th century community, said Matthew Mittlestaedt, site
manager for Lincoln Log Cabin.
"The role of the blacksmith in
the 19th century was to make and
repair a number of items for farmers," said Mittlestaedt.
Kids won't be left out either, as
they will be allowed the chance to
use brand irons to make a present
for Father's Day.
"I will heat up the irons and then
hand them to the children and they
will be able to brand a design or
name into a piece of wood," said
Sims.
The event was held last year and
was very enjoyable for many, Sims
said.
"It will be a very fun day, even if
you're not a dad," said Sims.
Voluntary pioneers will also be
on hand selling horse-drawn ice
cream to visitors.
The ice-cream, instead of being
hand-churned, is created by
attaching a horse 'to a gear which
churns the ice-cream as the horse
walks in a circle, a common practice in the 1840's, said Mittelstaedt.

crowd pleasers was a medley of
older songs off of the albums
"Cheshire Cat" and "Dude Ranch"
It is a typical Chicago evening.
as well as the song "Dammit" also
off of their third album "Dude
Temperatures in the 80s, an occasional breeze, and the humidity is
Ranch."
The most impressive part of the
so high it sticks to sweaty skin like
a damp blanket. The crowd waits
show was the ten minute solo from
drummer Travis Barker, despite
in anticipation, a black curtain
, . t~e J.aGt t)lat 1* has a broken foot.
draped in frqqt of the entir.e,st~g~ •.
Though the bahd did seem to get a
Despite this 6oncert being 'on the
little lost in some of their older
last part of their North American
PHOTO COURTESY OF
songs, their stage presence is nothTour, No Doubt and Blink 182 do
HTT P://WWW. CELEBRITYing less than incredible. The
not disappoint their fans.
WAL LPAPER. COM
screen projected images on stage
After much anticipation, thouonly further enhanced the more
sand watt white lights flash, and
the crowd is on their feet, waiting Adrian Young and bassist Tony grown up lyrics of the new album,.
for the first note of the guitar, the Kanai, proving to be a very melod- and the lighting and smoke
first note of any song. To the right, ic and different take on one of the machines only made the stage
a spotlight, and the whole crowd fan favorites.
However, the most powerful
shifts their eyes, and there she issong of their _set is when Stefani
- Gwen Stefani.
Now, the nearly sold out allows the crowd to perform
Tweeter Center is roaring, making "Don't Speak" off of "Tragic
her words impossible to under- Kingdom" all by themselves.
stand over the crowd. She makes Even though most of the crowd is
her way to the stage, as the band donned in Blink 182 apparel, there
begins to play the first notes of is hardly anyone not singing along.
The band finished with a one
their song, "Just a Girl," off of
song encore of "Sunday Morning"
their album "Tragic Kingdom."
Despite the fact that No Doubt also off of "Tragic Kingdom," and
has seemed to fall off of all radio as the band took a final bow
stations as well as the music video together, everyone was on their
channels, their stage presence feet.
makes it impossible for anyone to
And once again, the auditorium
understand why. The stage is com- went black, as shouts of "Blink!
pletely lit up with white light, and Blink!" began.
Stefani is all over the stage, makThe half an hour stage change
ing it impossible for the crowd to seems to be all forgiven as a single
keep up with her. The band contin- man steps onto the stage in a black
ues with many of their newer t-shirt and blue jeans. He waves a
_PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.CELEBRITY-WALLPAPER.COM
songs off of their album "Singles" black flag with the new Blink 182
while maybe funny then, are not
as well as their album "Rock logo in red and white on it. The show that much more interesting.
It is obvious that the trio has
what we laugh at now, which is
large halogen white lights flash
Steady."
why the set was an hour and ten
After a brief stage change for again, blinding the crowd momen- grown up since the days of
minutes of solid music, with
their song, "Bathwater," lead tarily and Blink 182 takes the "Enema of the State" and "The
maybe a joke here and there. If
singer Stefani and guitarist Tom stage, playing the first track Mark, Tom and Travis Show," but
ever given the chance to see Blink
Dumont are the only two left on "Feeling This" off of their new, so, too, has the crowd. The fans
182 in concert, do it, you will
the stage, as they begin an acoustic self-titled album. They continued that have listened to the show
never experience a show like this
version of the song "Simple Kind with many of their new songs such since the days of "Cheshire Cat"
one, and in today's music scene,
of Life" from the album "Return to as "Obvious," "I Miss You," and "Dude Ranch" are now into
that is something to be proud
their 20s, and are definitely in a
Saturn." Halfway through, a green "Violence," "Down" and "Go."
However, one of the biggest new era. The fart jokes of the past,
about.
curtain drops revealing drummer
By Lisa Foerson
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This feature was found
not to be in keeping with
the national mood of
"selective memory"
regarding the Reagan
presidency, and some
of its content may have
been altered to make
it more fit for public
viewing.

BY AARON MCGRUDER
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Just a
Chicago-bred
Cubs fan
I will be the first to admit I
don't know much about sports.
I never played on a team in
high school or college, I only
went to a high school football
game because I was reporting .
on it, and I have only watched
the "girly" sports on TV, like
ice-skating or gymnastics.
There ara certain sports
that I may not know much
about, but that I still enjoy.
I enjoyed watching the
Bulls win all six championships, although I'm sure
that was mostly because I
was able to spend time with
my father, eating watermelon in those warm summer
months.
And I enjoy watching a Cubs
game every now and then.
What I notice, though, is
that both of my teams are
Chicago teams. Why do I like
Chicago teams?
Is it a pride in where I
was born? I do hail from the
south suburbs of Chicago.
But it seems like geographical origin has quite a bit to
do with what teams I, and
others, like.
I was in a speech communication class during intersession, and I recall the frequent
mentions of the Cubs and the
Cardinals.
I don't know where· my
speech teacher hails from
originally, but I noticed that
those who mentioned they
were Cubs fans are from
such towns as Naperville,
Joliet and Orland Park. They
all hail from the Chicagoland
area.
This made me think. Aren't
the White Sox on the south
side? And the Cubs are on the
north side.
So why are these fellow
south of Chicago residents, or
former residents, Cubs fans?
Is it because they are talked
about more often, especially
recently, in the Chicago
media?
Or could it be something not
so pride related, like they have
a favorite player on the team
or they like the team's standings?
The thing is, I don't know. I
don't know why I'm a Cubs
fan. I guess I'm a Cubs fan
because my father and brother are Cubs fans, and I know
the little that I know from
them, and what I hear in the
media.
Plus, I have pride in the city
of Chicago. It's a great place. I
guess that means that my
team preference is based on
geography, with a touch of
family influence and environment.
I'm pretty sure that statement can be supported by the
fact that I am a Chicago Bulls
fan.
Or, I was, when the team
was led by Phil Jackson,
Michael
Jordan,
Scottie
Pippen and Dennis Rodman.
But that was probably
because they were winning.

June 13-17

Co-ed Tennis Camp I

June
June
June
June

Baseball Pitching Camp
High School Summer Showcase
Co-ed Track & Field Camp
High School Basketball Team Camp I

14-15
16
16-19
18-20

Campbell named to AllAmerican Freshmen Team
By Heather Hall

SPORTS EDITOR

Freshman Ryan Campbell, third base- happy for him. This should be om
man for Eastern's baseball team, was many awards he will win while
named to the Louisville Slugger Freshmen Eastern. The fact that he got this I
All-American team this week as one of five of distinction as a freshman is
third basemen.
amazing. We hope that eventually
Being one of Eastern's four freshmen be up for the major league draft."
Campbell has received many comr
starters from the past season, Campbell
was very important to the team, including during the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament, which landed Eastern at a
"Campbell was an
No. 2 ranking.
outstanding leader as a
"I am extremely excited for Ryan,"
EIU head coach Jim Schmitz said in a
freshman. We can't say
press release. "He showed everyone
from [nationally-ranked] Ole Miss to all
enough about him."
the OVC teams that he can play."
Campbell was one of two players from
-Mitch Rosenthal, assistant baseball coach
the state of Illinois and the OVC. But
despite a hard season and a rough tournament, he is not taking break from basedations from this past year, inclw
ball.
being named OVC Player of the "'
"Campbell is in St. Joseph's, Miss., play- the first week of April and tyin
ing on a collegiate summer team," a press school record in a game against Chic
release from the Athletics Department State in March, hitting two-run shot
said.
the first and seventh innings an
Mitch Rosenthal, assistant coach for the · three-run homerun in the fourth inni
men's baseball team, said the senior lead"Ryan is already working hard
ership from this year helped influence the better himself for next year," Sch1
incoming freshmen, including Campbell.
said. "Playing on the summer t1
"We had a really great senior leader- expemplifies the type of commitn
ship," Rosenthal said. "They were out- that makes him so good. He will
standing. We had. a large number of the same person next fall, only n
freshmen on the team this year, and the people outside Eastern will know h
seniors were great role models. They
Campbell ended the 2004 season li:
taught the freshmen the game and how on Eastern Illinois Baseball Season ThI
it's supposed to be played."
ranked number three in hits with 78,
"~filllpQ~ll wa:;i an Qutstanding leader
ond in doubles with 22 and second in at I
himself ·as a freshman. We can't say with 225.
enough about him. We are just really

a

Third Baseman Ryan Campbell throws to first after fielding
a ball April 9 in a game against Jacksonville State
University at Cc:>ach$s Slcltiillm. Oihi~ll YJcijs 11l!itneCJ td
the Louisville Slugger Freshman All-American Team after
helping lead the Panthers to No. 2 at the OVC Tournament.

Summer tennis camp teaches grade
school, high school students fundamentals
By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

+

Young and old, tennis
players gather at Eastern
for tips and training
Eastern's Darling Courts sessions in the morning and
were taken over by fifth afternoon, with classroom
through twelfth graders on and on court sessions and
Monday with the start of the other activities after dinner.
Co-ed Tennis Camp I, direct- There are camp counselors
ed by Brian Holzgrafe, to help ensure the safety
Eastern's head men's and and attendance of all camp
women's tennis coach.
participants.
"The goals at the EIU CoCo-ed Tennis Camp II, the
ed Tennis Camps are sim- continuation of the current
ple: to encourage long term camp, starts on June 25 and
tennis development in jun- continues until June 29. This
iors of all ages by provid- camp is also directed by
ing quality instruction," Coach Holzgrafe.
reads the brochure for the
Holzgrafe, who will be
camp.
starting his fourth season as
The camp participants Eastern's
men's
and
moved into Stevenson Hall women's head tennis coach
on Sunday afternoon and this fall, was honored in 2003
began their tennis lessons on as
the
Ohio
Valley
Monday.
Conference Coach of the
Lasting from Sunday until Year. He worked as the
Thursday, the camp has assistant coach for the St.
aimed at teaching tennis Louis University's Men's
players the fundamentals of and Women's tennis protennis, such as ground- grams, on top of coaching
strokes, volleys, serves and and teaching professionally
returns.
in the St. Louis, Peoria,
''We are careful not to Quincy and Springfield
forget that long term par- areas.
ticipation in tennis requires
These accomplishments,
that playing be fun, and so plus the benefit of working
we try to inject humor and · with the brother of Ken
enthusiasm into all that we Flech, Wimbledon doubles
do," Holzgrafe said.
champion, helped him to
The daily schedule for the secure his position as head
campers includes on court coach at Eastern.
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EmHy Simpson, of Chal1esl:on, talChes to natum a

tenn1s coed eamp at Darlin9 Courts.
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